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ProGuide
Introduction

This guide will explain the ProGuide. It will discuss each of the
separate components that make up the ProGuide, including the
Overview, the Unit ProGuides, and the Core Concepts Handbook.

What is the
ProGuide?

So what makes the ProGuide so unique? The ProGuide uses a unitby-unit approach. It combines a teacher’s edition with a program
overview, integrated professional development, and lesson plans based
on the Understanding by Design® framework (the UbD™ framework).
The ProGuide also includes teaching resources for every lesson,
differentiated instruction, and standards correlations.
The ProGuide is separated into three main components: the Overview,
the Unit ProGuides, and the Core Concepts Handbook. Here is a closer
look at each of these individual components of the ProGuide.
The Overview gives a brief overview of the entire myWorld History
program and provides simplified directions on how to use all of the
components of the ProGuide. It also includes professional development
topics, correlations to the NCSS Curriculum Standards and the
National Geography Standards, and a Pacing Guide for help with
implementation.
ProGuide

ProGuide
Overview
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Professional
Development

11/4/10 2:41:53 PM

The ProGuide Overview contains nine professional development
articles that address philosophies and strategies found in the program.
These professional development articles include such topics as the
Understanding by Design® framework, teaching English language learners,
21st century learning environments, and differentiated instruction.

*UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN® and UbD™ are trademarks of ASCD, and are used under
license.
Copyright © 2020 Savvas Learning Company LLC All Rights Reserved. Savvas™ and Savvas Learning Company™ are
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These articles provide essential background knowledge about the
theory and research behind the teaching practices of myWorld History.
Find specific application of these professional development topics in
the myWorld classroom in From Theory to Practice. For professional
development eArticles and updates to the program, please look for
links on this Web site.

From Theory to Practice
Your Guide to English Language Learning in myWorld History

• Build background with myStory Videos about historic individuals.
• Access content with engaging, interactive visuals and sound, and
clarify language with visual and animated glossary of key terms with
Spanish translations.
• Extend language with online games and writing opportunities.

Student Edition
• Build background with Core Concepts Lessons.
• Activate prior knowledge and make personal connections through
myStory in every chapter.
• Access content through the Closer Look and other dynamic maps,
photos, charts, diagrams, and illustrations.
• Extend language through vocabulary words and glossary.

Chapter 17 Section 4

A stone used
to mix ink

A calligraphy
brush, dating
from before the
Song dynasty

Li Bai is one of
the most famous
Chinese poets.
Calligraphers must
master more than
40,000 Chinese
characters.

To-night I stay at the Summit Temple.
Here I could pluck the stars with my hand,
I dare not speak aloud in the silence,
For fear of disturbing the dwellers of heaven.

Student Journal

——Li Bai, “The Summit Temple”

• Build background with Essential Question Preview and Word Wise
vocabulary practice.
• Access content through conceptual graphic organizers in Take Notes.
• Extend language with Essential Question Writer’s Workshop.

Chinese Arts and Culture

Ceramics and Porcelain Ceramics and

porcelain were important throughout
much of Chinese history. Chinese porcemajor, adj., important
lain became a major trade item that was
prized around the world. Porcelain was
thinner and stronger than other materials
used for making plates, bowls, and vases.
It was also beautiful, with a smooth white
The Three Perfections From the Tang
finish. Fancy porcelain plates are still
period through the Ming, scholars valued
known as “china.”
the “three perfections” of calligraphy,
The most famous Tang ceramics are
poetry, and painting. Scholars spent time
Name
Class
Date
figurines,
which were often found in
perfecting their skills in these pursuits.
tombs. Song ceramics came in many
They were also part of the examinations.
different colors, from greens to blues to
The Tang era is known as the peak of
browns. Factories in different regions
Chinese poetry. The Song era is famous
produced items of different colors.
forWords
its painters.
They created wonderful
In Context For each question below,During
write an
thatashows
your
theanswer
Ming era,
town called
landscapes,
which of
arethe
images
of scenery.
understanding
boldfaced
key term.Jingdezhen made the best porcelain in
Collectors sought out art from the best
China. This porcelain, decorated with a
calligraphers.
1 What steps does block printing involve?
blue glaze, was valued around the world.
Some parts of Chinese culture were
important for more than a thousand
years. For example, craftsmen created
trade goods that were valued around
the world, including porcelain and silk.
Scholars were also highly respected.

Unit ProGuide
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L2 Extra Support

ELL Beginner

ELL Early Intermediate

L4 Challenge

ELL Early Advanced

ELL Advanced

Make learning meaningful

Make Connections Ask students to name some

public officials, such as school board members,
mayors, or the President. Have them discuss qualities
they think a government official should possess.
L4 Challenge Have pairs of students categorize

qualities as either testable or not testable.

Activate Prior Knowledge Remind students
that civil service exams in China began more than a
thousand years ago to ensure that qualified people
filled government positions. Ask students to state an
opinion about the value of these tests. Are they fair?
Are they the best way to determine if a candidate is
qualified? Why, or why not?
L2 Extra Support Ask students to list types of

Student edition (print and online)
• Tang and Song China
Student Journal (print and online)
• Section 1 Word Wise
• Section 1 Take Notes
online tutor

• Identify Main Ideas and Details
• Draw Conclusions

ELL Intermediate

3

Teach knowledge and skills

ProGuide: African and Asian Civilizations
• Lesson Plan, pp. T38–T39

•
myWorld Activity Step-by-Step Instructions, p. T40
• Activity Support: Compare Tests, p. T41
• myWorld History Enrichment, p. T42
• Section Quiz, p. T43
Accelerating the Progress of eLLs
• Teaching Strategies for English Language Learners,
p. 42

Understand
Assess understanding

4 What are the basic values of Confucianism?
Read Use Background notes and Guide on the
Review Review Word Wise and Take Notes in the

side questions to model active reading. Have students
use Take Notes in their student Journal to track
main characteristics and details of the Tang and Song
dynasties. Have students complete 21st Century
online Tutor Identify Main Ideas and Details and
apply this skill to reading the section.

Student Journal.

Assess Knowledge and Skills Use the Section
Assessment and Section Quiz to check students’
progress.
Assess Understanding Review students’
responses to the Section Assessment Essential
Question prompt.

L1 Special Needs Have students read the online

student edition while listening to the audio.

5

Why was Buddhism appealing to the Chinese during troubled times?
Remediate Use these strategies to review and

ELL Intermediate As they read, have students take
notes on each dynasty’s reforms and achievements
in the areas of political ideas, agriculture, trade, and
inventions. When students finish reading the section,
have them compare and contrast the dynasties using a
graphic organizer of their own design.

remediate.
if students struggle to . . . Try these strategies.
Understand the meaning
of bureaucracy

Point out that bureau
means “government
agency,” as in “Federal
Bureau of Investigation.”

Comprehend the purpose
of civil service exams

Share a sample civil
service exam from an
online resource.

Analyze cause and effect

Draw a flowchart
showing that innovation
leads to more crops,
which leads to more
trade.

L2 Extra Support Provide pronunciation tips: Q

sounds like “ch” (Qi = chi). X sounds like “sh”
(Xia = she-ah). Zh sounds like “Jh” (Zhou = joe).

Practice: myWorld Activity Students will
identify professions for which qualifying exams are
required to get jobs and promotions. They also will
evaluate the civil service exam system of China in the
Middle Ages and the United States today. step-by218
step Instructions and More activities follow
on p. T40.

4/8/10 12:20:49 PM

teacher Center
• Online Lesson Planner
• Presentations for Projection
• Success Tracker

ELL Support
ELL Objective Students will be able to

use words that describe the civil service
system used by the Song dynasty.
Cultural Connections Have students
brainstorm products that come from
five countries. For example, they may
associate oil with Saudi Arabia and cars
with Japan. Ask students if they think
trade has influenced their connection
between the nation and its products.

ELL Early Intermediate Content Tip To
visualize key terms, have students draw a
cartoon to illustrate each definition. For
example, a scholar-official might be drawn
holding a book. Review images and have
students use the words in sentences.
ELL Activity Provide students with
examples of crossword or word-search
puzzles. Have students skim the section
for main ideas and supporting vocabulary
and use the information to make their
own puzzles. If time allows, have students
exchange puzzles to try them out.
(Verbal/Visual)

T39

T38
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The Three Pillars of English Language Learning
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Unit ProGuide

Chapter
Resource
Guide

Lesson Planner

tests they might have to take in the future to
qualify them to do something. If they have
trouble, mention state tests required for moving on to the next grade or qualifying exams
for police officers. Point out that tests are
sometimes in the form of tryouts (such as for
sports or band).

Prepare Follow the steps in the section preview.
Preteach the Key Terms. Then have students complete
Word Wise in their journals using in-text clues and
the glossary for help.

• Places to Know
• Simulation

What does Daoism teach?

English Language Instruction

L1 Special Needs
L3 On-Level

Section 1 Lesson Plan

What advantage did the compass provide?
CORE 2
CONCEPTS
You may wish to teach or reteach
the following lessons from the
Core Concepts Handbook:
• Foundations of Government,
pp. 20–21
• What Is Culture? pp. 42–43
• Science and Technology,
pp. 48–49

Differentiated Instruction

For the teACher

Student Center

SET EXPECTATIONS

In this section, students will
• read Tang and Song China.
• make connections between the
civil service system of the Song
and modern-day testing.
• go On Assignment in China
during the Tang and Song
dynasties and explore aspects
of culture.

Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

For the Student

0133726991_537 537

ObjECTIvES

students will know
• the Tang dynasty had political unity and a
cultural golden age.
• the Song dynasty’s government was based
on the civil service system.
students will be able to
• identify main ideas and details about the
Tang and Song dynasties.
• draw conclusions about the objective of
the civil service exams.

China in the Middle Ages

• Activate prior knowledge through the Unit, Chapter, and Section
Previews.
SECTION 1 Lesson pLan
Tang and Song China
• Build background through teaching Academic Vocabulary
and Core
Concepts.
• Access content with blue-coded, leveled ELL tips and ELL Support to
scaffold the learning steps and objectives of every lesson.
• Validate student culture through Cultural Connections. Connect
1 and ELL 2 Experience
• Facilitate hands-on learning through myWorld Activities
Activities.
• Use visuals to understand new concepts through Activity Support
handouts and Activity Cards.
• Extend language through ELL Tips such as cognate connections, word
maps, word splashes, and teaching important prefixes, roots, and
suffixes.
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myWorld History provides separate Unit ProGuides for each civilization
that students study in their history program. Each Unit ProGuide
has an introduction and a Chapter Resource Guide. These guides
integrate professional development in the lesson plans, activities, and
reproducible student resources.
In the Unit ProGuide, the Chapter Resource Guide helps teachers
plan lessons to ensure student learning. This resource provides all
of the tools to teach the course completely digitally, activity-based,
narratively, or from a blended approach. The Chapter Resource Guide
helps teachers make the right educational choices for students.

Plan with the
UbD™
Framework

myWorld History was written with the “end” in mind. Each part or
chapter was developed with a set goal for bringing about certain
enduring understandings, knowledge, and skills in the students who
participate in the program.

Connect to
the Essential
Question

Use the chapter Essential Question to guide discussions; direct
instruction; and create deep, authentic learning experiences. Follow
the instructions on the Connect to the Essential Questions page to help
students unpack the meaning of the Essential Question, make personal
connections to it, and connect it to chapter content. The Essential
Questions posters provide a visual for teachers to use to help students
unlock the nuances and significance of each Essential Question. The
posters reinforce the Essential Questions that frame each chapter of
the student edition. An example of an Essential Question is How should
we handle conflict?

Copyright © 2020 Savvas Learning Company LLC All Rights Reserved. Savvas™ and Savvas Learning Company™ are
the exclusive trademarks of Savvas Learning Company LLC in the US and in other countries.
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Ancient Greek Civilization

Connect to the Essential Question
How should we handle conflict?

Chapter Resource Guide

Use the Essential Question poster and follow these steps to help
students understand the Essential Question.

Connect to Their Lives
1. Make sure that students understand that conflict includes tension, disagreement, and
fighting. Ask them to list other words they might use to describe conflict.
2. Invite students to offer examples of conflict that they have observed in different
parts of their lives, or in your community. Post the following table for students to
complete or have them turn to the Essential Question Preview page in the Student
Journal. Discuss students’ responses. Ask, Do differences always lead to conflict?
Does conflict always lead to fighting?
Type of Conflict

Source of Conflict

School
Sporting Events
Other

Connect to the Content
3. Have students preview the chapter looking for information about conflicts in
ancient Greece. Post the following table for students to complete with their
predictions or have them turn to the Essential Question Preview page in their
Student Journal.
Who?

Sources of Conflict

Conflict Within Greece
Conflict With Outsiders
4. Have students revisit their predictions as they read the chapter, adjusting any that
were incorrect.
Remind students that they will answer a prompt related to the Essential Question on
each section’s Take Notes page in the Student Journal.
T33
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Explore Online

7/8/10 11:39:43 AM

For each part of the chapter, there is Explore myworldhistory.com.
This page in the Unit ProGuide previews the activities that are offered
for each part of chapter on myworldhistory.com. For example, it
references what students will do while completing the On Assignment
activity in the region they are studying.
Chapter resourCe Guide

Explore

On assignment: Ancient Greek Civilization
For this chapter’s assignment, students will
• take a digital trip to ancient Greece.
• take on the role of a journalist.
• gather notes, images, and data throughout their journey.
• write an article or create a multimedia slideshow connecting the information and images gathered during
their trip and this chapter’s Essential Question: How should we handle conflict?

itinerary
During their trip, students will make the following stops:
myStory Video

Learn about Alexander’s
great victories.

Places to Know

Practice knowledge of
important war sites.

Primary Source

Read Arrian, Herodotus, and
Aeschylus.

Simulation

Learn about decisions and
strategies during war.

Timeline

Explore events that relate to
handling conflict.
Self-Test

Assess their own knowledge
of chapter content.

While on their trip, students will practice the following skills:
• Recognize sources of conflict.

• Build awareness of Greek thinkers.

• Synthesize information.

teacher center
Extend the reach of every lesson by helping
students connect to a global community of
young people with common interests and
concerns. Link to myworldhistory.com to
• explore Country Pages relating to ancient
Greek civilization.
• delve deeper into this chapter’s Essential
Question, How should we handle conflict?
• find online alternatives to and solutions
for the Unit Closer 21st Century Learning
Activity.

Preview and assign student materials, enrich
your teaching, and track student progress with
the following resources:
• Online Lesson Planning and Resource Library
• Presentations for Projection
• Online Teacher’s Edition and Ancillaries

T34
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Additional teacher resources are referenced and suggestions are
given to help extend lessons to the global community through
TakingITGlobal.

Copyright © 2020 Savvas Learning Company LLC All Rights Reserved. Savvas™ and Savvas Learning Company™ are
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Assess
Each chapter has a comprehensive point-of-use myWorld Chapter
Enduring
Activity to assess the chapter’s enduring understandings. It provides
Understandings step-by-step instructions that include differentiation for diverse
learners. It also includes two Activity Supports. The first Activity
Support provides student instructions and clarifies expectations with
a rubric. The second Activity Support helps students complete the
activity.

Section
Lesson Plan

myWorld
Activity
and Support

The Unit ProGuide also provides lesson plans for each section. Before
teaching the lesson, review the lesson’s Objectives, Expectations and
links to Core Concepts. The lesson plan also includes the three major
steps of the lesson: Connect, Experience, and Understand. The Section
Resource Guide identifies program resources that support the lesson.
Differentiated Instruction tips and ELL Support are also provided.
Within each Section Lesson Plan, there is a myWorld Activity to
enrich students’ learning and assess the enduring understandings.
The myWorld Activity Support reinforces the lesson plan. Five activity
cards accompany these activity-based lesson plans for each chapter
in the teacher’s ProGuide. The cards provide students with in-depth
insight into specific themes of history during each period that they
are studying. The cards feature facts, statistics, charts, graphs,
photos, and maps related to such themes as trade, religion, the arts,
biography, conflict, innovation, and culture. In a sample activity,
students play the role of a merchant from China, Africa, Persia, or
Korea. Next, they read each of the Activity Cards to learn about goods
graded along the Silk Road. Then, they assess the success or failure of
their trade missions.

Chapter resourCe Guide
The Ancient Greeks

Assess Enduring Understandings
myWorld Chapter Activity

Step-by-Step Instructions

2 hours

Ask the Oracle

Chapter Resource Guide

Teach this activity at the end of the chapter
to assess enduring understandings.

LearNiNG stYLes
• Verbal
• Visual
• Kinesthetic

oBJeCtiVes
Students will demonstrate the following enduring
understandings:
• Physical geography helps to shape culture.
• Trade facilitates the spread of culture and the
exchange of ideas.
• Different forms of government were tried and tested
in ancient times.
Students will provide the following evidence of
understanding:
• Colonization Support Map
• Ask the Oracle Skit

MateriaLs
• Activity Support: Student Instructions and Rubric,
p. T6
• Activity Support: Settlement Survey, p. T7
• Blank paper and colored pencils
• Activity Cards: #46–50
46. The Greek Expansion
47. Byzantium
48. Naucratis, Egypt
49. Syracuse, Sicily
50. Massilia

Activity Steps
1. Set Expectations Explain that students will take
the role of Greek settlers who are migrating to
coastal areas on the Mediterranean or Black sea.
They might join an established city-state and set up
a Greek trading post. Or, they might set up a new
colony, where they could exploit resources.
2. Group for Settlement Research Divide the
class into four small groups. Display the map on
Card 46 in an area accessible to everybody, and
give each group one of the other four cards. Have
students discuss and record data on Part 1 of their
Settlement Survey by listing the advantages and
disadvantages of choosing the area described on
their card for a new colony.

KEy

3. Regroup for Sharing Next, rearrange students
into new groups, so that each group has one
person familiar with the information on each card.
Ask students to discuss their findings and compare
the advantages and disadvantages of each possible
choice for settlement. Have each new group

Time

Individual

Pairs

make a decision about where to establish their
settlement. Point out to students that the oracle at
Delphi played a major role in colonization. Greeks
consulted the oracle before making settlement
decisions. Explain that students will be creating a
skit about their visit to the oracle later on.
L2 Extra Support Complete 21st Century Online

Tutor: Decision Making.
L3 On-Level Help students to locate Delphi in cen-

tral Greece, just north of the Gulf of Corinth.
3. Make an Illustrated Map Have students create a
map that highlights the area that they’ve chosen for
settlement and also makes clear their reasons for
colonizing there.
4. Create a Skit Have students create a skit depicting
a visit to the oracle for approval of their venture.

Small Group

eLL Early Intermediate Help students to create a

two-frame cartoon that shows visitors asking
advice from the priestess of the oracle at Delphi.

Whole Class
T5
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Enrichment
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The Enrichment handout helps students attain in-depth knowledge
related to the section. These activities can also be used to supplement
the program for honors and pre-AP students.

Copyright © 2020 Savvas Learning Company LLC All Rights Reserved. Savvas™ and Savvas Learning Company™ are
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Section Quiz

The Section Quiz is used to assess Key Terms and Key Ideas in the
program. It also helps to assess students’ enduring understandings of
the Essential Question and its application in each section of the unit.

Primary
Primary Source Lesson Plans help students analyze primary sources
Source Lesson related to the chapter content. These lesson plans can also be used as
case studies that focus on key standards.
Plan
Primary source Lesson pLan*

Comparing Athens and Sparta
seT eXPecTaTioNs

students will
• contrast government and society in ancient Sparta
and Athens.
summarize information about
•
power and ancient forms of government.
• ELL analyze Greek word origins to understand the
words democracy and oligarchy.

In this lesson, students will
• read and analyze excerpts about the right way to
govern.
• write and present a speech from the point of view
of an ancient Spartan or Athenian leader, citizen, or
slave.

Connect

oBJecTiVes

1

Ask students to list features of the U.S.
government (democracy, right to vote, bipartisan,
etc.). Have them list ways that U.S. citizens
can participate in their government (vote, elect
representatives, protest). Discuss how a democratic
society differs from a nondemocratic society.

Preview Point out the phrase in the first excerpt:
“favours the many instead of the few.” Ask, How
might this phrase relate to the U.S government?

Experience

Read While students read each document, tell

Understand

2

3

them to watch for the words justice, freedom,
and authority. Have students consider how these
words relate to the meaning of each document.
When students have finished reading, guide a class
discussion about the differences in government and
society between ancient Sparta and Athens.
ELL Early Advanced Point out to students the

second sentence in Government in Athens.
Tell students that the word democracy
is derived from the Greek word demos,
ˉ
meaning “people,” and kratia and kratos,
meaning “strength” or “power.” Review
the meaning of oligarchy. Tell students that

Review Review the Key Idea and discuss
students’ speeches in response to each document.
Ask students how the documents and their
speeches relate to modern-day governments.

Assess Have students write answers to analyze
the Documents in their notebooks. Have them list
adjectives describing Spartan and Athenian society

ELL Beginner/Intermediate Point out the Brit-

ish spelling of the words neighbouring and
favours in the first excerpt. Explain that
the British spelling uses -our instead of the
American -or. Explain other differences,
such as -re instead of -er in theatre and
theater.
the Greek word olig means “a few” and
arches
ˉ means “govern” or “rule.”

myWorld Activity: Respond With
a Speech Tell students they will
30 min
role-play an Athenian or Spartan leader,
citizen, or slave by writing a speech in
response to one of the documents. Have
students review unit content to complete Activity
Support: Speech Notes. Students’ speeches should
incorporate information from the unit about
government and society in ancient Athens and
Sparta. Have students present their speeches to the
class. (Verbal)
L4 Challenge Have students debate the follow-

ing statements: rule that favors many is better than rule that favors a few; a strong king
and army will lead to social order.
and government. Write words on the board under
the headings Sparta and Athens.

Remediate Assist students in breaking up
lengthy sentence structure. Reread each document,
pausing to provide clarification. As you read each
segment, have volunteers paraphrase that portion
of the text in their own words.

T62
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A myWorld Activity is used in conjunction with the lesson plan to help
students gain enduring understandings of the primary source. Teachers
using the Survey edition will find Primary Source student pages online.

21st Century
Learning
Activity

Every unit ends with a 21st Century Learning Activity. Students
complete the activity as a class to practice the skill. Then, they can use
the 21st Century Online Tutor in myworldhistory.com to further explore
the skills. Students transfer their learning by applying these activities
to real-life situations.

Copyright © 2020 Savvas Learning Company LLC All Rights Reserved. Savvas™ and Savvas Learning Company™ are
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Core Concepts The next component is the ProGuide Core Concepts Handbook.
Handbook
Core ConCepts 2.9 LESSON PLAN

Money Management
set eXpeCtAtions

Students will
• learn how to budget and save money.
• compare and contrast investment options.
• ELL use graphic organizers to model key concepts.

In this lesson, students will
• complete Word Wise in their Student Journal.
• read Money Management.
• incorporate Key Terms and lesson concepts in a bank
advertisement in the activity Bank Here!

Connect

objeCtives

Experience

1

Understand

2

3

Tell students that a relative has given them $25 for
their birthday. Ask, In the short term, is it better
to spend or save the money? Which is better in
the long term? Have students try to explain what
would happen if they put the money in a savings
account instead of spending it. How would the

amount increase? Next, introduce the idea of using
the $25 to make more money. Prompt students
to list the potential advantages and risks of such a
plan and the information they would need before
making the decision to invest.

Preview Have students preview Key Terms,
pictures, and headings to predict what they will
learn about in the lesson. Discuss how the bank
diagram involves three parties and not just two.

myWorld Activity: Bank Here!
Instruct pairs to create an advertise
20 min
ment that a bank might place in a news
paper to attract new customers. Tell
partners that the advertisement should try
to persuade readers that depositing into a savings
account at that bank is safer and less risky than
investing in stocks, and a wiser use for their money
than some other uses. Remind students to use the
Key Terms from the lesson in their advertisement.
Have students use Activity Support: Advertisement
Design to complete this activity.

Read While students read Money Management,
ask questions found in Guide on the Side to
check understanding of the Key Ideas, Key Terms,
and objectives. Have students complete Word Wise
in their Student Journal when they finish reading.
ELL Advanced Using the paragraph under the

“Budgeting, Saving, and Lending” heading
as a guide, have partners create a budget
table. Tell them to worry only about the
categories mentioned in the text.

Review Review the Key Ideas and discuss
students’ responses to the myWorld Activity. Use
Word Wise to review Key Terms. Discuss the pros
and cons of taking out a loan or using a credit
card.
Assess Have students write their responses to
the Assessment questions in their notebook. Check
answers in their notebook and Student Journal
for understanding of the Key Ideas, Key Terms,

L3 On-Level Tell students to write a paragraph

of “fine print” for their advertisement in
which they explain how a depositor’s money
will be used by the bank.

and objectives. Have students complete the Part 2
Activity in their Student Journal.

Remediate If students struggle to understand
why stocks are riskier than traditional savings
accounts, offer a comparison scenario with an
actual investment amount. Use a calculator to
show them the difference in returns and what
happens if a stock loses value.

T34
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It offers guidance in planning Core Concepts lessons in myWorld
History. These lessons can be used as an introduction to history and
social studies.

Part Resource
Guide

The Part Resource Guide helps plan lessons using the Understanding
by Design® framework to ensure student learning. It also previews the
learning activities and teacher resources on myworldhistory.com.

Lesson Plan
and Activity
Support

TThe lessons for each Core Concept part may be taught as an
introductory unit in a history course or can be used throughout the
year to support instruction. Each lesson gives specific objectives,
expectations, or outcomes. Below is a sample:

The myWorld Activity Support reinforces the lesson’s Core Concepts
and quickly covers the major standards for history.

Additional
Teaching
Resources

There are a few additional resources in the ProGuide to support
teachers. They are the Preview, Guide on the Side, Background, and
Answers.

Preview

At the beginning of each Regional Overview, myStory, and section in
the ProGuide, there are Preview instructions above the student page.

Copyright © 2020 Savvas Learning Company LLC All Rights Reserved. Savvas™ and Savvas Learning Company™ are
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Guide
on the Side

Guide on the Side can be found to the right and left sides of all student
pages. Guide on the Side provides point-of-use questions, references,
and activities to enrich each lesson. Use this resource to model active
reading and metacognitive thinking. Guide on the Side also encourages
critical thinking by asking lower to higher-order questions, and helps
students analyze maps, charts, and other visuals.

Background

At the top of most student pages, find Background notes. Use this
information to create student interest, build student background
knowledge and vocabulary. Background notes can also be used to help
make connections to other skills and content and advance knowledge
of the content area.

Answers

At the bottom of most student pages, find answers to Reading Checks,
Chart Skills, Map Skills, and the Section Assessment.
Answers appear in all margins of the Chapter Assessment pages.
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Wall Maps

The Wall Maps are an additional resource that can be used along with
the ProGuide to show the world at specific dates in the past. Their
purpose is to help students and teachers see what was happening
around the world at around the same time as the events they are
studying in each chapter. The Activity Cards, Essential Question
Posters, and the Wall Maps are all included in the myWorld History
Activity Kit.

Review

This guide discussed the ProGuide and looked at each of the separate
components that make up the ProGuide including the Overview, the
Unit ProGuides, and the Core Concepts Handbook. Remember to look
for additional information on professional development on this Web
site.
For more information about myWorld History, please watch the
tutorials on this Web site.
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